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Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 1996

A sound intensity probe for measuring from 50 Hz to 10 kHz
 Jacobsen, F., Cutanda, V. & Juhl, P. M. 1996 Inter-Noise 96 - The 1996 International Congress on Noise Control
Institute of Acoustics, Vol. Books 1-6, p. 3357-3362
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 1996

A sound intensity probe for measuring from 50 Hz to 10 kHz
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996

A study of online plant modelling methods for active control of sound and vibration
Laugesen, S. 1996 Inter-Noise 96 - Proceedings. St Albans: Institute of Acoustics, p. 1109-1114
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 1996

A Time-Frequency Auditory Model Using Wavelet Packets
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996

Audibility of individual reflections in a complete sound field, III
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996

Bias errors in measurements of vibratory power
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Building Codes: Comparison between countries and future requirements
Rindel, J. H. & Rasmussen, B. 1996 In : Acustica. 82, Suppl. 1, p. 99-99
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996
Diffraction and diffusion in room acoustics
Publication: Research › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 1996

Energy distribution of structure-borne sound in three-dimensional structures
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Evaluation of Noise in Hearing Instruments Caused by GSM and DECT Mobile Telephones
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996

Exercise related to digital audio
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996

Exercise related to tape recorders
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996

Experiment with a real time power minimising active control system
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Extended version of a real time structural vibration active control system: Hardware requirements and software installation notes
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Final assessment of vibro-acoustic source strength descriptors of helicopter gearboxes
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Final report on development of adaptive control algorithm for active control of total power input
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Final technical report on development of adaptive control algorithm for active control of total power input
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Final technical report on the method of source strength descriptors
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Ground Attenuation of Railroad Noise
Makarewicz, R., Rasmussen, K. B. & Kokowski, P. 1996 In : Acustica. 82, p. 636-641
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996

Guide to exercise in Acoustic Communications
Han, L. A. & Poulsen, T. 1996
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996
Guide to Measurements on Hearing for grammar school pupils
Poulsen, T. 1996
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996

High convergence order finite elements with lumped mass matrix
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996

Højttalere
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996

How to take absorptive surfaces into account when designing outdoor sound reinforcement systems
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Investigations into the attenuation by screens under the influence of wind
Rasmussen, K. B. 1996 In: Acustica. 82, Suppl. 1, p. 127-127
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996

Loudspeakers and their radiation
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996

Loudspeaker systems in rooms
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996

Lydfelter
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996

Measurements on Hearing
Poulsen, T. 1996
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996

Nonlinear Modelling of Low Frequency Loudspeakers: A More Complete Model
Publication: Research - peer-review › Report – Annual report year: 1996

Observations on the systematic deviations between the results of the conventional method and the sound intensity method of measuring transmission loss
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 1996

OMNIDIRECTIONAL SOUND SOURCE
Polack, J-D. 1996
Publication: Research › Patent – Annual report year: 1996

Room acoustic enhancement in a small hall with very low natural reverberation time
Publication: Research › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 1996
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<td>Structureborne Sound</td>
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Timbral aspects of reproduced sound in small rooms. II
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996

Wohnungen für die Zukunft: Das Konzept des akustischen Komforts und welcher Schallschutz
Rasmussen, B. & Rindel, J. H. 1996 In : WKSB Zeitschrift f"r W"rmeschutz - K"lteschutz - Schallschutz - Brandschutz. 38, p. 4-11
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 1996

Application of the PE method to up-slope sound propagation
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1995

Timbral aspects of reproduced sound in small rooms. I
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1995

Model experiments related to outdoor propagation over an earth berm
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1994

The vibrational source strength descriptor using power input from equivalent forces: a simulation study
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1994

An investigation of the vibrational source strength descriptor by computer simulation: Source power for free and bi-coupled systems
Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 1993

Multichannel active control of random noise in a small reverberant room
Laugesen, S. & Elliott, S. J. 1993 In : IEEE transactions on speech and audio processing. 1, 2, p. 241-249
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1993

Time-frequency analysis with temporal and spectral resolution as the human auditory system
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 1992

Electroacoustical simulation of listening room acoustics for project ARCHIMEDES
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1989

Can ensemble condition in a hall be improved and measured?
Publication: Research - peer-review › Conference abstract in journal – Annual report year: 1988

Comments on "Precise model measurements versus theoretical prediction of barrier insertion loss in presence of the ground" [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 73, 44–54 (1983)]
Publication: Research - peer-review › Letter – Annual report year: 1983
Loudness of tone pulses in a free field
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1981

Loudness of complex sounds as a function of the standard stimulus and the number of components
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1978
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Benefit provided by improved high frequency audibility: Possible involvement of acclimatisation and aetiology
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01/09/2000 → …
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Rindel, J. H., Gade, A. C., Christensen, C. L. & Weitze, C. A.
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Wave transmission in multi-panel structures
Ohlrich, M. & Nishino, H.
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Room acoustic measurements using Brüel and Kjær equipment
Gade, A. C.
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Adaptive equalisation of loudspeakers
Rasmussen, K. B. & Bright, A.
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Design for Transmission Noise Abatement (DETNA)
Ohlrich, M.
14/05/1999 → …
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Objective measures for listener envelopment
Gade, A. C.
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Range effects and re-calibration in loudness determinations
Poulsen, T.
15/01/1999 → …
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Intercomparison of calibration of artificial mastoids (EUROMET project no 401)
Rasmussen, K.
01/01/1999 → …
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Static pressure- and temperature coefficients of microphones
Rasmussen, K.
01/01/1999 → …
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Measurement of sound reduction using the intensity method
Jacobsen, F. & Machimbarrena, M.
15/09/1998 → 01/05/1999
Project

Numerical transducer modelling
Jacobsen, F. & Cutanda Henriquez, V.
01/09/1998 → …
Project

Measurements on time varying systems with the MLS technique
Jacobsen, F., Liu, J. & Rasmussen, K. B.
15/04/1998 → 15/04/1999
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Sound propagation in a lined duct with flow (DUCAT)
Jacobsen, F. & Jensen, M. S.
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Calibration of pistonphones and sound calibrators, EA/Ac1
Rasmussen, K.
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Simulation of outdoor acoustics
Rasmussen, K. B.
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Statistical Energy Analysis Thematic Network (SEANET)
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Stereo signals
Rasmussen, K. B.
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The influence of the environment on the sound power output of a source of low impedance
Jacobsen, F.
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Project
Noise from neighbours - with focus on low frequencies
Jacobsen, F., Rindel, J. H., Mortensen, F. R. & Gade, A. C.
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Application of the Odeon program in underwater acoustics
Jacobsen, F., Wendelboe, G., Christensen, C. L. & Rindel, J. H.
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Sound Source Reconstruction using inverse Sound Field Calculations
Schuhmacher, A., Rasmussen, K. B., Juhl, P. M., Bohineust, X. & Bolton, J. S.
01/08/1997 → 03/11/2000
Project: PhD

Sound source reconstruction using inverse sound field calculations
Rasmussen, K. B. & Schuhmacher, A.
01/02/1997 → ...
Project

Spatial correlation in a diffuse sound field
Jacobsen, F.
01/02/1997 → 30/11/1999
Project

Boundary Element calculations at high frequencies
Juhl, P. M.
01/01/1997 → 31/12/1997
Project

Comparison methods for microphone free-field calibration (EUROMET project no 400)
Rasmussen, K. & Olsen, E. S.
01/01/1997 → 30/12/1997
Project

Intercomparison on pressure calibration of laboratory standard microphones (EUROMET project no 399)
Rasmussen, K.
01/01/1997 → 01/01/2000
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Prediction of random errors in sound intensity measurement
Jacobsen, F.
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Vibratory strength of machinery sources and structural power transmission
Ohlrich, M.
01/01/1997 → ...
Project

Detecting gas leaks by ultrasonic emission
Rasmussen, K. B. & Henriksen, E.
15/10/1996 → 15/01/1997
Project
Spatially extended sound equalisation in rooms
Orozco, A.
01/09/1996 → …
Project

Calibration and accuracy requirements for vibro-acoustic power measurements
Ohlrich, M. & Henriksen, E.
01/06/1996 → 30/12/1997
Project

Calibration of transducers for vibro-acoustic power measurements
Ohlrich, M.
01/06/1996 → 30/12/1998
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Measurement of instantaneous intensimetric quantities and their physical interpretation
Jacobsen, F. & Prodi, N.
01/04/1996 → 31/12/1996
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Active control of noise radiation from vibrating structures
Mørkholt, J.
01/02/1996 → 30/04/1999
Project

Field indicators in sound power determination
Jacobsen, F.
01/02/1996 → 31/05/1996
Project

A control method for test of the attenuation of ear-plugs for musicians
Poulsen, T.
01/01/1996 → …
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Calibration of audiometric headphones
Rasmussen, K. & Olsen, E. S.
01/01/1996 → 30/12/1996
Project

Convergence of the direct boundary element method
Juhl, P. M.
01/01/1996 → 31/12/1997
Project

Equivalent threshold sound pressure levels for Sennheiser HDA 200 earphone and Etymotic Research ER-2 insert earphone
Poulsen, T.
01/01/1996 → 31/12/1998
Project

European intercomparison test on hearing protectors
Poulsen, T.
01/01/1996 → 30/12/1997
Project
Nordic Round Robin Test on Hearing Protectors
Poulsen, T.
01/01/1996 → 30/12/1997
Project

Online plant modelling methods for active control of sound and vibration
Laugesen, S.
01/01/1996 → 31/07/1996
Project

Outdoor sound propagation under the influence of wind and screens
Rasmussen, K. B.
01/01/1996 → 30/12/1998
Project

Outdoor sound reinforcement systems
Rasmussen, K. B.
01/01/1996 → 31/12/1998
Project

Prediction of noise in industrial halls
Christensen, C. L. & Rindel, J. H.
01/01/1996 → 30/12/1997
Project

The binaural free-field hearing threshold for pure tones
Poulsen, T.
01/01/1996 → 01/06/2000
Project

The influence of wind on the performance of noise screens
Rasmussen, K. B.
01/01/1996 → …
Project

The sources of error in measurement of sound transmission loss
Jacobsen, F.
01/01/1996 → 30/06/1996
Project

A numerical and experimental investigation of the performance of sound intensity probes at high frequencies
Jacobsen, F., Juhi, P. M. & Cutanda Henriquez, V.
01/09/1995 → 31/12/1996
Project

Error study of boundary element calculations involving close meshes
Juhi, P. M., Jacobsen, F. & Cutanda Henriquez, V.
01/09/1995 → 30/12/1997
Project

Energy distribution of structureborne sound in built-up structures
Hugin, C. T. & Ohlrich, M.
01/08/1995 → 01/02/1998
Project
Sound insulation in dwellings at low frequencies
Rindel, J. H., Poulsen, T. & Nielsen, J. R.
01/03/1995 → 31/03/1996
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Hearing conservation programme
Poulsen, T.
01/01/1995 → 30/11/1997
Project

Occlusion effects caused by earmoulds
Hansen, M. Ø.
01/12/1994 → 31/03/1998
Project

Loudspeaker cabinet edge diffraction
Agerkvist, F. T.
01/10/1994 → 31/01/1997
Project

Numerical sound field calculations by coupling the finite and boundary element methods
Juhl, P. M.
01/09/1994 → 31/12/1996
Project

Temporal integration of loudness as a function of level
Poulsen, T.
01/09/1994 → 30/12/1999
Project

BRITE-EURAM II project ASPEN: Active control of structural vibration using power transmission method
Henriksen, E., Laugesen, S. & Ohlrich, M.
01/01/1994 → 31/03/1997
Project

Acoustic finite element calculations in the time domain
Jensen, M. S.
01/08/1993 → 31/07/1996
Project

Effects of procedure and equipment on room acoustic measurement results
Gade, A. C.
01/08/1993 → 31/12/1996
Project

Outdoor sound propagation
Arranz, M. G., Rasmussen, K. B., Hald, J. & Roth, O.
01/06/1993 → 27/11/1996
Project: PhD

BRITE-EURAM II project RHINO: Reduction of helicopter interior noise
Ohlrich, M.
01/01/1993 → 31/12/1996
Project
The parabolic equation method for outdoor sound propagation
Arranz, M. G. & Rasmussen, K. B.
01/01/1993 → 01/01/1996
Project

Distortion mechanisms in loudspeakers (LoDist)
Olsen, E. S.
01/11/1992 → 01/10/1997
Project

Relationships between room acoustic data and concert hall design
Gade, A. C. & Rasmussen, J.
01/05/1992 → …
Project

Acoustics and geometries of concert halls
Gade, A. C. & Weitze, C. A.
01/01/1992 → …
Project

Assessment of hearing protector performance in impulse noise, IMPRO
Poulsen, T.
01/01/1992 → 01/11/1996
Project

Danish Primary Laboratory on Acoustics
Rasmussen, K. & Olsen, E. S.
01/01/1992 → …
Project

Variable acoustics by means of electronics
Gade, A. C.
01/01/1991 → 31/12/1999
Project

ODEON, room acoustic calculation model
Rindel, J. H. & Christensen, C. L.
01/05/1984 → …
Project

Standardised hearing protector measurements
Poulsen, T.
01/09/1978 → …
Project